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Breaches of Confidential Health Information*
• Security incident shall have the same meaning
as in the HIPAA Security Rule, which is
defined broadly and includes “attempted or
successful unauthorized access, use,
disclosure, modification, or destruction of
information or interference with system
operations in an information system.”3

This document outlines a proposed policy for
sub-network organizations (SNOs) regarding
breaches of confidentiality of patient data.

Definitions∗
When used in this policy, the following words
shall have the definitions indicated:

• Treatment shall have the same meaning as in
the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which is “the
provision, coordination, or management of
health care and related services by one or
more health care providers, including the
coordination or management of health care by
a health care provider with a third party,
consultation between health care providers
relating to a patient, or the referral of a
patient for health care from one health care
provider to another.”4

• A Sub-Network Organization (SNO) shall
operate as a health information data exchange
organization (whether regionally or affinitybased) that operates as a part of the National
Health Information Network (NHIN), a
nationwide environment for the electronic
exchange of health information made up of a
“network of networks.”
• Confidentiality shall have the same meaning
as in the HIPAA Security Rule, which is “the
property that data or information is not made
available or disclosed to unauthorized persons
or processes.”1

Executive Summary
This proposed SNO policy includes the following:

• Breach of Confidentiality shall mean that
confidential data or information has been
made available or disclosed to unauthorized
persons or processes.

A. Compliance with HIPAA Security Rule: The
SNO will comply with the HIPAA Security
Rule. The SNO Participants will be required
to comply with all applicable federal, state,
and local laws.

• Participant shall have the same meaning as in
the Connecting for Health “Model Contract
for Health Information Exchange,” which is a
party that is registered with the SNO to act as
a Data Provider and/or as a Data Recipient.2

B. Responsibility of Participants to Train
Personnel and Enforce Policy: A SNO
Participant that may have access to patient
data via the SNO network, must
appropriately train its personnel and inform
them that any breach of confidentiality is
actionable. Each Participant should follow
and enforce its own institution’s
confidentiality policies and disciplinary
procedures.

* Connecting for Health thanks Victoria M. Prescott,
General Counsel and Business Development Specialist,
Regenstrief Institute for Health Care, for drafting this
paper.
1
45 C.F.R. § 164.304.
2
See Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange,” Section 2 (Definitions).

C. Notification of Breach: The SNO itself must
report any breaches and/or security
incidents to the particular data provider
whose data was improperly used, as in most

©2006, Markle Foundation
This work was originally published as part of The Connecting for
Health Common Framework: Resources for Implementing Private
and Secure Health Information Exchange and is made available
subject to the terms of a license (License) which may be viewed in its
entirety at: http://www.connectingforhealth.org/license.html. You
may make copies of this work; however, by copying or exercising any
other rights to the work, you accept and agree to be bound by the
terms of the License. All copies of this work must reproduce this
copyright information and notice.

3
4

45 C.F.R. § 164.304.
45 C.F.R. § 164.501.
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cases the SNO is a business associate of
some or all of its Participants. Each SNO
Participant must agree to inform the SNO of
any serious breach of confidentiality, but is
not required to notify the SNO of minor
breaches. [Note: As mentioned earlier, any
SNO policy should require that the
Participants comply with all applicable
federal, state, and local laws, which may
include laws relating to notification of
patients. Participants and SNOs should also
work towards implementing a system that
ensures affected patients are notified in the
event of a breach.]

the SNO’s agreement could provide for
mutual indemnification between all
Participants for breaches of confidentiality of
patient data, with the scope of the
indemnification to be determined by
the SNO.

Detailed Discussion and Sample
Contract Language
Compliance with HIPAA
Security Rule
The SNO should comply with the HIPAA Security
Rule and thus do the following: (1) ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all
electronic protected health information the SNO
creates, receives, maintains, or transmits; (2)
protect against any reasonably anticipated
threats or hazards to the security and integrity
of such information; (3) protect against any
reasonably anticipated uses or disclosures of
such information that are not permitted or
required under HIPAA; and (4) ensure
compliance with this regulation by its
workforce.6 Of course, the SNO must also
comply with other applicable federal, state, and
local laws.7
Any SNO participation or vendor agreement
should also require that the other parties comply
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws.8

D. Withdrawal from the SNO: Provisions could
be included in SNO agreements relating to
withdrawal from the SNO. The Connecting
for Health “Model Contract for Health
Information Exchange” provides a variety of
model provisions that could allow
Participants to terminate their participation
freely at any time, require that termination
be preceded by a substantial period of
advance notice, or require that Participants
maintain their participation for a certain
period of time. The Connecting for Health
“Model Contract for Health Information
Exchange” also provides a model provision
allowing for a Participant to withdraw from a
SNO if a serious breach of its patient data
has occurred.5 SNOs and Participants are
encouraged to consider the particular
circumstances of small provider practices in
developing relevant terms for withdrawal
from SNO provisions in their SNO
agreements.

Responsibility of Participants to
Train Personnel and Enforce Policy
The SNO policy should mandate that the SNO
Participant appropriately train its personnel9 and
inform its personnel that any breach of
6

E. Indemnification for Breaches of
Confidentiality: The Connecting for
Health “Model Contract for Health
Information Exchange” provides a variety of
model provisions concerning
indemnification. A SNO may also choose to
adopt special rules governing
indemnification for particular situations,
such as a breach of confidentiality of
protected health information. For example,
5

7

8

9

See Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange,” Section 4 (Registration
Agreements).

45 C.F.R. § 164.306.
This is already provided for by the Connecting for
Health “Model Contract for Health Information
Exchange,” Section 9.2 (Additional Requirements).
The HIPAA Security Rule may not apply to all Participants,
because not all Participants are necessarily covered
entities or business associates of covered entities. For
example, public health is exempted from complying with
the HIPAA Security Rule.
Note that covered entities are already required to train
their personnel with respect to protected health
information pursuant to 45 C.F.R. § 164.530(b). See also
Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for Health
Information Exchange,” Section 10.5 (Training), which has
a similar requirement for all Participants, and Connecting
for Health, “Model Privacy Policies and Procedures for
Health Information Exchange,” Policy 700 (Workforce,
Agents, and Contractors).
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confidentiality is actionable. See relevant sample
contract excerpt below10:

cause for disciplinary action by the
Participant.

Section 4.04 Access to Information By
Participants' Personnel. Each Participant
shall determine the personnel under its
control (including any personnel of
physician practice groups allowed to
access Information pursuant to Section
4.01(b)) who may [have] access [to
patient data via] the Network ... For
Participants who are technically able to
do so, each Participant shall provide daily
electronic files to [the SNO] of the
individuals it designates under this
Section. If such electronic notice is not
feasible, each Participant shall provide
lists of such individuals through e-mail,
hard copy, or facsimile to [the SNO] no
less frequently than biweekly. Each
Participant shall certify:

Further, the SNO may also want to require
that the SNO Participant enforce these
confidentiality provisions by appropriately
disciplining its personnel. No specific policy is set
at the SNO level for Participants,11 because each
Participant should already have its own
confidentiality policies and disciplinary
procedures within its organization. See relevant
sample contract excerpt below:

Section 5.02 Enforcement of
Confidentiality by Participants. Each
Participant agrees to enforce the
confidentiality provisions of this
Agreement by appropriately disciplining
individuals within each Participant’s
organization who violate the
confidentiality of the Information
pursuant to each Participant’s respective
confidentiality and disciplinary policies.
Such discipline may include, but not be
limited to: warnings; suspensions;
termination; or modification, suspension,
or revocation of medical staff privileges.

(a) That such designated personnel have
received training regarding the
confidentiality of PHI under the Privacy
Rule and all other applicable State and
local laws and agree to protect the
Information in compliance with the
Privacy Rule, such laws and this
Agreement;
(b) That such designated personnel shall
only access the Network for [allowable]
purposes…;
(c) That such designated personnel have
agreed to hold any passwords, or other
means for accessing the Network, in a
confidential manner and to release them
to no other individual;
(d) … ; and
(e) That such designated personnel agree
and understand that their failure to
comply with the terms of this
Agreement may result in their exclusion
from the Network and may constitute

10

Notification of Breach
Notification of breach of confidentiality of patient
data is impacted not only by HIPAA laws, but
also by state breach notification laws that are
becoming more common. Thus, any SNO policy
should require that the Participants (and the
SNO itself) comply with all applicable federal,
state, and local laws.
In addition, the SNO must report any
breaches to the particular data provider whose
data12 was improperly used. This would not be
limited to serious breaches, but would include all
breaches. Most SNOs will be a business
associate of the Participants who provide patient
data to the SNO, in which case the SNO is
required under HIPAA to report all Security

“The Indiana Network for Patient Care: A Case Study of a
Successful Healthcare Data Sharing Agreement,” ABA
Health eSource, Volume 2 Number 1 (Sept 2005),
re-printed in Healthcare Informatics Online (Sept. 28,
2005). All references in this document to “sample
contract excerpt” refer to this document and are intended
for illustrative purposes only.

11

12

Of course, the SNO needs to establish its own internal
policy for its own employees.
Data here means patient data provided by the data
provider to or through the SNO.
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Incidents to the covered entity.13 See relevant
sample contract excerpts below: 14

and regulations governing the
confidentiality of patient records and
information. Participants agree to report
promptly to the Management Committee
any serious breach of the confidentiality
of the Information of which it becomes
aware. …

Section 8.03 Report of Improper Use or
Disclosure. [The SNO] agrees promptly
to report to a [Participant] any use or
disclosure of the [Participant’s] PHI not
provided for by this Agreement of which
[the SNO] becomes aware.

As mentioned above, some states have
enacted laws that require the notification of
individuals whose personal data is
compromised.15 Several federal bills have also
been introduced that include breach notification
(which could pre-empt state law if and when
enacted).16 SNOs must analyze any relevant
state laws in this regard and what impact such
laws may have on the SNO’s operations. For
example, a state law may require that a SNO
notify a covered entity/Participant of a breach,
but the burden to notify patients may fall on the
covered entity/Participant rather than the SNO.
In any event, procedures need to be in place
that will address this scenario in advance of an
event. Communities should be prepared to
comply with evolving national norms regarding
breach notification, and Participants and SNOs
should work towards implementing a system
that ensures affected patients are notified in the
event of a breach.

and
Section 8.14 HIPAA Security Rule
Provisions.
(a) …
(b) [The SNO] agrees promptly to report
to a [Participant] any Security
Incident related to the [Participant’s]
ePHI of which [the SNO] becomes
aware.
Similarly, each Participant must agree to
inform the SNO of any serious breach of
confidentiality. It is not necessary for a
Participant to inform the SNO of minor breaches
of confidentiality (unless there is otherwise a
legal duty to disclose such breaches to the
SNO). While it is difficult to define what would
rise to the level of a “serious” breach, SNOs and
Participants might decide that the breaches of
concern would be ones that impact: (1) the
viability of the network, (2) the trust that other
Participants have in each other, or (3) the legal
liability of the SNO. In addition, SNOs and
Participants might decide that repeated minor
breaches that demonstrate a pattern of lax
internal operations or enforcement may also rise
to the level of a “serious” breach. See relevant
sample contract excerpt below:

Withdrawal from the SNO
SNOs may wish to consider including a provision
in their Participant agreements allowing for
withdrawal from the SNO. As noted above, the
Connecting for Health “Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange” provides a variety
of model provisions that could allow Participants
to terminate their participation freely at any
15

Section 5.01 Confidentiality. The
Participants agree that any Information
obtained from the Network will be kept
confidential pursuant to the Privacy Rule
and all other applicable federal, state,
and local laws, statutes and regulations,
as well as each Participant’s own rules
16
13
14

45 C.F.R. § 164.314(a)(2)(i)(C).
Section 8.14 is a new amendment to Regenstrief’s INPC
Agreement that has not been published yet.

In 2005, security breach notification legislation (also
referred to as victim’s rights laws) was introduced in at
least 35 states. Nineteen states passed some form of
legislation in this regard (including AK, CA, CT, DE, FL, GA
(data brokers only), IL, IN (state agencies only), LA, ME,
MN, MT, NV, NJ, NY, NC, ND, RI, TN, TX, WA). Several
more state bills are under consideration. Web sites that
summarize state laws include: http://www.ncsl.org/
programs/lis/CIP/priv/breach.htm; http://www.sia.com/
state_affairs/pdf/BreachofSecurityChart.pdf; and
http://www.consumersunion.org/campaigns/Breach_laws_
May05.pdf.
For federal bills introduced, see Senate Commerce
Committee bill, S. 1408: http://thomas.loc.gov/cgibin/bdquery/z?d109:s.01408; Specter-Leahy bill, S. 1332:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d109:s.01332.
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shall be an advisory opinion and
shall not be binding on any
party to this Agreement and
shall not act as a waiver or
determination of any Party’s
rights under federal, state, or
local laws. In a vote to
determine whether a breach is
significant, the complaining
party(ies) and the allegedbreaching party(ies) shall not
participate. …

time, require that termination be preceded by a
substantial period of advance notice, or require
that Participants maintain their participation for
a certain period of time.17 In general, SNOs and
Participants are encouraged to consider the
particular circumstances of small provider
practices in developing relevant terms for
withdrawal from SNO provisions in their SNO
agreements.
The Connecting for Health “Model
Contract for Health Information Exchange” also
provides a model provision allowing for a
Participant to withdraw from a SNO if a serious
breach of its patient data has occurred, as
described here. See relevant sample contract
excerpt below:

Whether the SNO should have a mechanism
for termination of a Participant for significant
breaches of confidentiality could be an item for
further discussion among Participants and SNOs.
This typically would not be a problem in a model
where individual users are not “Participants,” but
rather are part of a Participant’s workforce.
Thus, the Participant’s own internal policies
would be invoked in the event of a breach of
patient data by the individual user. The
Connecting for Health “Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange” includes several
model provisions that could allow for a SNO to
terminate a Participant’s Registration
Agreement, including a model provision allowing
for termination for cause.

Section 12.03 Withdrawal of a
Participant. … The following shall
constitute adequate cause for the
withdrawal from this Agreement:
(a) A significant breach of another
Participant’s duties of
confidentiality under ARTICLE V
of this Agreement with regard
to Information stored on [or
transmitted over] the Network
by the withdrawing Participant,
or a significant breach of [the
SNO’s] duties under ARTICLE
VII or ARTICLE VIII with regard
to Information stored on [or
transmitted over] the Network
by the withdrawing Participant
(provided that the Participant
has allowed a reasonable time
for [the SNO] to cure any such
significant breach). Any claim of
a significant breach by a Party
shall be submitted to the
Management Committee which
will determine, pursuant to
Section 10.02 of this
Agreement, whether a claimed
breach is significant enough to
constitute cause under this
Agreement. This determination
17

Indemnification for Breaches
of Confidentiality
Indemnification provisions may or may not be
included in a SNO agreement. As noted above,
the Connecting for Health “Model Contract
for Health Information Exchange” provides a
variety of model provisions concerning
indemnification.18 A SNO may also choose to
adopt special rules governing indemnification for
particular situations, such as a breach of
confidentiality of protected health information.
For example, the SNO’s agreement could
provide for mutual indemnification between all
Participants for breaches of confidentiality of
patient data, with the scope of the
indemnification to be determined by the

18

See Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange,” Section 4 (Registration
Agreements).

See Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange,” Section 15.2
(Indemnification).
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SNO. See relevant sample contract excerpt
below:19

unreasonably withheld. This Section is
not, as to third parties, a waiver of any
defense or immunity otherwise available
to the Sued Party; and the Breaching
Participant, in defending any action on
behalf of the Sued Party, shall be entitled
to assert in any action every defense or
immunity that the Sued Party could
assert in its own behalf.

Section 12.03 Indemnification by
Participants. A Participant that breaches
the confidentiality of the Information, or
submits inaccurate, incomplete, or
defamatory data to the Network
(“Breaching Participant”) agrees to
indemnify and hold harmless any other
Party against whom any claim or cause
of action is brought (“Sued Party”) by
any individual arising out of or resulting
from such breach of confidentiality or
submission of inaccurate, incomplete, or
defamatory data by the Breaching
Participant or any individual for whom
such Participant is responsible. Such
indemnification shall include the payment
of all costs associated with defending
such claims or causes of action, whether
such claims or causes of action are
meritorious, including reasonable
attorney fees and any settlement by or
judgment against the Sued Party arising
out of or resulting from any breach of
confidentiality of the Information, or the
submission of inaccurate, incomplete, or
defamatory data to the Network by the
Breaching Participant or any individual
for whom such Participant is responsible.
In the event a suit is brought against the
Sued Party under circumstances where
this Section applies, the Breaching
Participant, at its sole cost and expense,
shall defend the Sued Party in such suit if
written notice thereof is promptly given
to the Breaching Participant within a
period wherein the Breaching Participant
is not prejudiced by lack of such notice.
If the Breaching Participant is required to
indemnify and defend, it will thereafter
have control of such litigation, but the
Breaching Participant may not settle such
litigation without the consent of the Sued
Party, which consent shall not be
19

SNO Participants might also require that the
SNO have an obligation of indemnification in its
role as Business Associate and/or as
administrator of the network. See relevant
sample contract excerpt below:

Section 12.04 Indemnification by [the
SNO]. [The SNO] agrees to indemnify
and hold harmless any other Party
against whom any claim or cause of
action is brought (“Sued Party”) by any
individual arising out of or resulting from
any breach of confidentiality of the
Information (whether through disclosure
or through acts or omissions in the
design and/or maintenance of the
Network) by [the SNO] or any individual
for whom [the SNO] is responsible. Such
indemnification shall include the payment
of all costs associated with defending
such claims or causes of action, whether
such claims or causes of action are
meritorious, including reasonable
attorney fees and any settlement by or
judgment against any Sued Party arising
out of or resulting from a breach of
confidentiality of the Information by [the
SNO] or any individual for whom [the
SNO] is responsible. In the event a suit is
brought against the Sued Party under
circumstances where this Section applies,
[the SNO], at its sole cost and expense,
shall defend the Sued Party in such suit if
written notice thereof is promptly given
to [the SNO] within a period wherein
[the SNO] is not prejudiced by lack of
such notice. If [the SNO] is required to
indemnify and defend, it will thereafter
have control of such litigation, but [the
SNO] may not settle such litigation
without the consent of the Sued Party,
which consent shall not be unreasonably

Note that this sample provision also includes
indemnification for submission of inaccurate, incomplete,
or defamatory data to the SNO network. Thus, the
Participant who made an error in the data would have to
hold harmless another Participant who acted on the
erroneous data.
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withheld. This Section is not, as to third
parties, a waiver of any defense or
immunity otherwise available to the Sued
Party; and [the SNO], in defending any
action on behalf of the Sued Party, shall
be entitled to assert in any action every
defense or immunity that the Sued Party
could assert in its own behalf.
Note that these contract samples provide for
full indemnification without a cap on liability or
language limiting liability to gross negligence or
some other threshold of culpability. What the
SNO can negotiate, and what the Participants in
the SNO’s network feel comfortable with, will
dictate the breadth and scope of the
indemnification provisions. The broader the
indemnification provisions, the stronger the
incentive for security compliance.
Some entities, such as governmental
entities, may be prohibited by statute from
entering into an agreement requiring them to
indemnify another party. There also may be
entities that are willing to provide patient data
for use on the SNO’s network, but do not have
any desire or need to access the network
themselves. Whether an entity who merely
stores data on the SNO network should be
required to agree to an indemnification provision
is also an issue for the SNO.
The SNO could consider adding a clause
requiring Participants to carry certain levels of
insurance.20 However, this may not be viewed as
a required provision, because the Participants
likely already carry sufficient insurance to cover
their obligations.

20

See Connecting for Health, “A Model Contract for
Health Information Exchange,” Section 15.1 (Insurance).
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